NEWSLETTER SPRING 2019
Dear Friends of The Golden Sun,
I would like to start with a very positive anouncement: the medical staf confirmed my
healthy state by showing me healthy (clean) MRI pictures.
What a beautiful start of the spring!
The very deep healing on all levels is still continuing, and requiers other forms and
lifestyle then the ‘old’ Frouk used to live.
Some forms are a release to let them go. But there’s also a structure that is quiet
painfull to stop and transform it into another form.
A lot has happened and there’s much to tell. This newsletter is longer than usual. But
as intensive processes has ‘time’ as their friend, reading the developments of our
beautiful project is a chore to sit down some minutes.
Thank you for your interest!
Completion of Temple Europe Foundation
One of the decisions that has not been easy, is to finalize the Temple Europe
Foundation.
The Foundation was established in 2015 to be the constructive fundament under the
project and support the building of the great art work Temple Europe, that had to be
build somewhere in Europe as a permanent building.
Over the years, the plan to achieve a fixed building has gone. The travelling art work
The Golden Sun turned out to be the main stream. We have seen that an extensive
network has been established between many loving residents of Europe. This network
is the temple! The real temple is a non visible artwork, an energetic network of
respect, peace and understanding, created by doing the Golden Sun ceremony. Not
one of bricks and expensive land.
Since there was no fixed artwork to build anymore, Temple Europe Foundation then
focused on the two Golden Sun works of art and the Crystals of the continents. But
the power of NOW from where I work (especially after my illness-/initiation process)
needs absolute freedom of movement. Very often impulses seem incomprehensible at

first sight, but can only be understood over time. The interaction between many forces
(visible people-to-people and invisible) is very important in this process.
The structure of the Foundation has helped greatly to the project the Golden Sun, to
shape it like it is now. In this form she has been given a full right to exist, worn and
respected by the people.
At the same time, the Foundation with the ANBI status also has to stick to certain
tight structures and statutory limits. For quite some time I feel obstructed by those
limits. I have taken the decision to finalize the Foundation and to convert to a new
form.
Practically, this means that The liquidation of Temple Europe Foundation wil be
officialy on the 1th of July 2019. The money left over will go to the funding of the
book ' the Golden Sun', to be written by Hildegard Boender.

Financial worn by citizens of Europe
For many years already, the project the Golden Sun is sponsored by people
throughout Europe! They make it happen! How wonderful this is! Because it is the
closest to the essence of the Golden Sun. Because the Golden Sun arises between the
people, and is worn by the people of Europe.
Through their (monthly) donations, and donations after the ceremonies, all sorts of
household costs are paid such as website and maintenance, travel expenses, purchase
suns, posters, maps, etc.

By the liquidation the Foundation, all costs of the project will be entirely with me. I
hope you want to continue your financial support for the project. That could be, for
example, by buying a small ornament, a Golden Sun or logo-art work, taking part in a
pilgrimage, or simply a (monthly) donation. Because than all these wonderful
processes will continue to be fruitful in the future!

The new form that the project will support
You understand that the decision to lift the Foundation was not an easy decision and
that the transition to a new supported form takes time.
The new form that we feel it should be right now, is one in which every 7th week a
small vast group of people meets to take care of the core power. In which every one is
welcome to join if you feel so! Time and location of these meetings are for now:
during daytime, in Zeist. With the ability to rotate in the country.
The meetings will be filled with a connecting (small) Golden Sun meditation,
substantive meeting and action points. Participation is on base of inspiration and
connection.
Core power: - activating and reflecting of ideas,
- managing the various working groups,
- establish contacts with people abroad,
- shaping the pilgrimages.
If you feel you would like to join, please let me know:
froukjeriemersma13@gmail.com.

New movements of the project the Golden Sun
By the recent transformations, many new movements take place:
Art
The first Golden Sun (made from ash wood, with red cloth) has participated in the
preselection of the Europe exhibition, which will take place next summer in ‘de
Fundatie’ in Zwolle, the Netherlands. Unfortunately, our project turnes out to be
physically too big, and also not fitting in the concept of the exhibition.
But, taking part in the preselection, was also the impulse to finalise the wooden
Golden Sun. With a whole group of volunteers, gathered by Thea Rijken, with gold
thread we embroidered the names of all European countries on small pieces of red
cloth. The huge variety of stitches is beautiful and shows how much the Golden Sun
is connected and supported by commonality! The pieces red cloth replace the
previously used white paper. From now, the wooden Golden Sun as a piece of art, is
completed.
We would like to exhibit this Golden Sun at an exhibition. If you are inspired by this
project and/or have contacts in the art world, we are highly recommended.
Other continents
In addition to ceremonies in Europe, the lightweight Golden Sun is ready to travel to
other continents. At the meeting in Zeewolde last november, we experienced and
wrote down a lot of words that express peace and respect. These words can be used
in ceremonies on other continents, if appropriate at the moment.
Also a new cloth is made in the colors of the rainbow, to put under the lightweight
Golden Sun on other continents. The canvas has been sewn by the sewing workshop
and the outline of the puzzle pieces have been drawn with help of Marie Verhoeven.
The coming months the outlines of the puzzle pieces will be embroidered in the colors
of the rainbow.
South Africa
Also, I made contact with Annette Nobuntu Mul, chairman of the Ubuntu Society in
the Netherlands. We talk about the possibility of a pilgrimage with the Golden Sun to
South Africa, in February 2020. She also asked me, beside others, to write a text for
the book ' Nelson Mandela in every human being '. This book will be published by
Ubuntu Foundation, with preface by Jan Terlouw and cooperation and afterword by
Herman van Veen.
History of the Golden Sun
Hildegard Boender has written a wonderful compilation on the history of the Golden
Sun. It is to be seen on the website, in the newsletters.
Pilgrimage and ceremony Greece
On 28 april, we leave with the Pilgrim group to Greece. There we will visit different
power places and temples. The highlight is the Golden Sun ceremony at the tavern
Bassanos on May 5 in Chrisso (near Delphi). The ceremony is organized by Monica
Voulgari with her Greek friends and acquaintances from the neighboring villages.
After the peace ceremony, we are treated with Greek dancing and eating. What a
festive dynamics.

Interest to organize a ceremony?
If you want to organise a Golden Sun ceremony through your contacts abroad, please
let me know. That would be fantastic.

Thanks words and progress
First of all, friends of the Golden Sun, I want to thank you all very warmly for the
personal support in all kinds of forms that I have experienced over the past few
months. It was so important and helpful for my process.
Please accept my sincere heartfelt thanks!
And, of course, I want to thank the various board members of the Foundation
throughout the years very warmly. Specially Chairman Peter Pieterson, for all the
sincere commitment to the project. It is partly due to the intensive cooperation with
the Board that the Golden Sun is becoming aware and grows! Thank you so much!
Next I want to thank the various working groups and many volunteers across Europe
who connect their hearts to the Golden Sun and contribute in all sorts of ways. Also
many thanks to you!
The Golden Sun radiates continuously. I invite you to stay connected and inspired in
the news forms for the coming years. Thank you very much for alle your love!

The Golden Sun is of all people.
Together we create peace, respect and connection.
Because everyone does matter.

I greet you from good health with a warm heart,
Froukje Riemersma
froukjeriemersma13@gmail.com

